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Far-infrared magneto-optical study of two-dimensional electrons and holes
in InAs/Al xGa12xSb quantum wells
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We present results of a detailed far-infrared magneto-optical study on a series of high-mobility
InAs/AlxGa12xSb ~x51.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1! type-II single quantum wells. A wide range of phenom-
ena arising from the unusual properties of two-dimensional~2D! electrons and holes and their Coulomb
interaction in high magnetic fields has been revealed. Semiconducting samples~x>0.4!, in which only 2D
electrons exist in the InAs wells, exhibit cyclotron-resonance~CR! splittings due to large conduction-band
nonparabolicity. Semimetallic samples~x50.1 and 0.2!, in which both 2D electrons~in InAs! and 2D holes~in
Al xGa12xSb! are present, show two additional lines~e andh-X lines! as well as electron and hole CR. The
X-lines increase in intensity at the expense of CR with increasing electron-hole (e-h) pair density, decreasing
temperature, or increasing magnetic field~at low field!, suggesting that they are associated withe-h binding
which is increased by the magnetic field. The electron CR shows strongly oscillatory linewidth, amplitude, and
mass, part of which are interpreted in the light of the unusual ‘‘antinonparabolic’’ band structure resulting from
band overlap and coupling between conduction-band states in InAs and valence-band states in AlxGa12xSb;
part of these results are qualitatively consistent with the predictions of Altarelli and co-workers. TheX lines are
attributed to internal transitions of correlated electrone-h pairs~excitons! in high magnetic fields mediated by
the excess electron density.@S0163-1829~97!04403-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor heterostructures made from the comb
tion of InAs and AlxGa12xSb have been of considerable i
terest for the past two decades because of their unusual b
edge alignment,1 due to which electrons and holes a
spatially separated and confined in different layers. Inte
in this material system has also been stimulated by the la
nonparabolicity, small mass, and largeg factor of the elec-
trons contained in the InAs layers, compared to commo
used GaAs/AlxGa12xAs systems, as well as possible app
cations as infrared detectors and sources. Until recen
however, systematic experimental studies of intrinsic prop
ties of this system had been limited to the end mem
InAs/GaSb,2 primarily due to the difficulty in growing high-
mobility, impurity-free samples. The past several years h
seen remarkable progress in the growth of InAs/AlxGa12xSb
quantum-well ~QW! structures with high-mobility~.105

cm2/V s! two-dimensional~2D! carriers.3–5 This has led to
such experimental observations as zero-field spin split
due to asymmetric potential wells,6 magnetic-field-induced
semimetal-semiconductor transitions,7–9 cyclotron-resonance
~CR! splittings due to nonparabolicity,10,11 strong CR
oscillations,12 far-infrared ~FIR! transitions attributed to
intra-excitonic resonance,12,13 and magnetic-field-induced
spin-conserving and spin-flip intersubband transitions.14

The unusual band lineups of the AlxGa12xSb/
InAs/AlxGa12xSb type-II single QW’s under ideal cond
550163-1829/97/55~3!/1617~20!/$10.00
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tions with no band bending are schematically depicted
Fig. 1 for three different Al compositions~x50, 0.3, and
1.0!. The effective band gapEG* , defined by the energy dif-
ference between the lowest electron subband and the hig
hole subband, can be varied over a wide range (20.15 eV
<EG*<10.3 eV) by varyingx and/or the well width. The
end member, GaSb/InAs/GaSb~x50!, is a misaligned~or
broken-gap! type-II ‘‘semimetallic’’ QW. When the well

FIG. 1. Schematic conduction~solid lines! and valence~dashed
lines! band lineups for InAs-AlxGa12xSb ~x50, 0.3, and 1.0! single
quantum wells under ideal conditions~charge transfer and ban
bending not included!. The ideal system is ‘‘semimetallic’’ when
x,0.3 ~neglecting confinement!.
1617 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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1618 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
width is larger than;8 nm, there is anegativeeffective band
gap, leading to a charge transfer between the layers, w
results in the coexistence of spatially separatedintrinsic
electrons~in InAs! and holes~in GaSb!. The overlap between
the InAs conduction band and the AlxGa12xSb valence
band decreases with increasingx, vanishing near
x50.3, which corresponds to a semimetal-semicondu
transition. In the range 0.3<x<1, AlxGa12xSb/InAs/
Al xGa12xSb is a staggered type-II ‘‘semiconducting’’ QW
in which, although the valence band of AlxGa12xSb is still
higher than that of InAs, there is a positive effective ban
gap; no intrinsic carriers exist atT50.

Altarelli and co-workers15–17 reported interesting result
of a series of theoretical investigations on InAs/GaSb typ
broken-gap heterostructures, which are more complex t
the abovesimplepicture for the ‘‘broken-gap’’ situation. The
essential idea15 on which their calculations are based is th
when x,0.3, the conduction-band states in InAs and
valence-band states in AlxGa12xSb are resonantly couple
through boundary conditions on the envelope functions at
InAs-AlxGa12xSb interface, which hybridize the InAs- an
Al xGa12xSb-like in-plane dispersion relations. The coupl
in-plane dispersion relations, computed in the framework
the envelope-function approximation, were shown to obe
no-crossing rule which opens up small~a few meV! energy
gaps~see Fig. 2!. Thus the ideal system is always semico
ducting with no mobile carriers atT50, and ‘‘semimetallic’’
behavior observed in many samples withx,0.3 are due to
extrinsic effects, which will be discussed in detail in a la
section.

In all QW structures fabricated to date, there is alway
large density of electrons~1011–1012 cm22! with high mo-
bilities ~>105 cm2/V s! in the InAs wells with no intentiona
doping. The structures also exhibit an interestingnegative
persistent photoeffect~NPP effect!,4,5,8 in which illumination
at low temperature results in a persistentdecreasein the

FIG. 2. Schematic in-plane dispersion relations
InAs-AlxGa12xSb in the ‘‘semimetallic’’ regime~x,0.3!, repre-
senting the hybridization idea of Altarelli and co-workers~Refs.
15–17!. Because of the coupling, an energy gap opens up, ma
nominally ‘‘semimetallic’’ systems semiconducting if the system
intrinsic ~m!. In real systems, because of the existence of def
and/or surface traps that pin the position of the chemical poten
~m8!, the system can still be semimetallic.
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electron density in the well. The origin~s! of the excess elec
trons in the wells and the NPP effect has been the subjec
controversy. Although they have been ascribed to a com
nation of surface donors in the GaSb cap layers,17,18Tamm-
like states at the heterointerfaces,19 and deep levels~e.g.,
donors, acceptors, defects, or their complexes! in the
Al xGa12xSb barriers,5,8,20,21 the situation is still not com-
pletely resolved, and careful studies of controlled sample
which the excess electron density can be varied is neces
to unravel this complex situation.

A large body of theoretical work has been devoted in
last 30 years to electron-hole (e-h) systems in strong mag
netic fields, and a fascinating array of possible physi
phenomena/states has been predicted—the excitonic in
tor phase,22 a gas-liquid-type phase transition,23 the electron-
hole condensate,24,25 Bose-Einstein condensation o
magnetoexcitons,25 chaos,26 etc. Although much experimen
tal effort has been expended for many years, no direct
dence of these states has been given to date. Attention
been paid tospatially separated2D electrons and holes in
layered structures, since the pioneering work of Lozovik a
co-workers,27 who considered the pairing of electrons a
holes across an interface of two-media, and the superflui
of such pairs. A very interesting but complicated man
particle situation arises, especially in the presence of str
perpendicular magnetic fields. In such a situation, spati
separated 2D electrons and holes, both Landau quantized
present, and there is a Coulomb attraction between them
well as electron-electron (e-e) and hole-hole (h-h) correla-
tions. Several authors have investigated this situat
theoretically,28–31 suggesting a number of interesting pos
bilities. Various types of semiconductor heterostructure s
tems to realize this situation experimentally have been
cently proposed and/or fabricated.32–34 Both optical
measurements35,36 and transport measurements37 on such
structures have exhibited interesting effects, rekindling int
est in this fundamental problem.

Cyclotron resonance has been a powerful tool for stu
ing the basic properties of carriers in solids, and has b
applied to many quasi-2D systems over the past t
decades.38 However, important aspects of 2D CR still rema
unresolved and controversial. Apparently contradictory
sults for the CR of electrons in narrow~;10–20 nm! InAs
QW’s have been reported.10,11,39 For an InAs/GaSb QW,
Heitman, Ziesmann, and Chang39 observed pronounced os
cillations in CR amplitude and linewidth~but not mass! with
filling factor n5nsh/eB, wherens is the 2D carrier density—
similar to, but much stronger than, those observed by Eng
et al. in a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructure.40 Linewidth
maxima were observed atevenn’s and minima at oddn’s.
While the authors attributed the oscillations ton-dependent
screening of impurity scatterers by the 2D electron gas,41 it
remains an unsettled question as to why this particular
system shows such pronounced oscillations. More recen
two groups10,11 observed spin-resolved CR inInAs/AlSb
QW’s. Their data clearly reveal linewidth maxima~or larger
splittings! atoddn’s, inconsistent with Ref. 39 but consiste
with the idea42 that the onset of unresolved CR splittings d
to nonparabolicity is the cause of oscillations. The prima
difference between the earlier39 and later10,11 experiments is
the barrier material: GaSb or AlSb, respectively. Thus In
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QW’s with AlxGa12xSb barriers with variable compositio
(x) comprise an ideal system to elucidate this point.

In this paper we present results of detailed and system
FIR magneto-optical studies on a series of high-mobi
InAs/AlxGa12xSb single QW samples withx51.0, 0.8, 0.5,
0.4, 0.2, and 0.1. This is an extension of our earlier work
these samples, which has revealed several phenomena12,13

For semiconducting samples~x>0.4!, we observed spin-
resolved CR, similar to the results of other groups10,11 on
InAs/AlSb QW’s. For semimetallic samples~x50.1 and 0.2!,
we observed additional FIR lines~X lines! only whenthere is
substantial band overlap between ‘‘barrier’’ and ‘‘well’’ ma
terials and low enough chemical potential at low enoug
temperatures and high enough magnetic fields.13We ascribed
the X lines to excitonic resonances@1s→2p6 in the low-
field hydrogenic notation, and (N50, M50)→(N51,
M51) in the high-field notation, whereN is the Landau
quantum number andM is the quantum number for thez
component of the angular momentum#; the excitons are com
posed of spatially separated electrons and holes. In addi
we observed very strong oscillations in the CR linewid
amplitude, and mass which correlate approximately with
Landau-level filling factor in semimetallic samples.12 Maxi-
mum linewidths, minimum amplitudes, and mass jumps w
observed ateven-integer filling factors, so that unresolve
nonparabolicity-induced CR splitting42 is not the cause of the
oscillations. The strength of the oscillations increased w
e-h pair density; the oscillations werenot observed for any
of the semiconducting samples~x>0.4! in which only elec-
trons exist. The strength also depended sensitively on t
perature, decreasing with increasing temperature, and al
cillations disappeared at high enough temperatures~.50 K!,
wheree-h interaction becomes relatively unimportant. R
sults thus strongly indicate that filling-factor-dependent C
lomb interaction between electrons and holes plays a sig
cant role in the origin of the strong oscillations. Furthermo
detailed studies on the semimetallic sample with an optic
pumped FIR laser have revealed several lines. Our stu
showed that structures in laser spectroscopy and some
pects of CR previously observed in Fourier-transfo
spectroscopy,12,13 result at least in part, from band-structu
effects. That is, the hole states in the AlxGa12xSb barriers are
coupled to the electron states in the InAs wells. This lead
a unique band structure in a magnetic field, and FIR lin
whose transition energy goes to zero at finite magnetic fi
but rapidly become CR-like transitions with increasing ma
netic field, qualitatively consistent with the theory of F
solino and Altarelli.16

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The six samples investigated in the present work w
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy under the same gro
conditions. Only the Al compositionx of the AlxGa12xSb
barrier layers was varied:x51.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1
The nominal sample structure consisted of a 15-nm In
QW sandwiched between two AlxGa12xSb barrier layers
grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate, with thicknes
of the upper and lower barrier of 15 nm and 3mm, respec-
tively. A 10-nm GaSb cap layer was grown on top of t
entire structure. Samples were not intentionally doped, b
tic
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large density of free electrons was found in the InAs we
the carrier densities and mobilities deduced from mag
totransport measurements performed on the same se
samples8 are listed in Table I. The 2D hole densities at ze
field after illumination were estimated to be;1–231011

cm22 for sample 6 from high-temperature cyclotro
resonance~CR! intensities, and;0.331011 cm22 for sample
5 from magnetotransport measurements.8

All the samples showed the NPP effect,4,5,8 which was
used to reduce electron densities in the well@and to increase
hole densities in the barrier~s! for semimetallic samples#; to
induce this effect a red light-emitting diode~LED! was
mounted in situ. Fourier-transform spectrometers and
optically-pumped FIR molecular-gas laser were used in c
junction with 9- and 17-T superconducting magnets an
23-T Bitter-type magnet to carry out the FIR magnetosp
troscopy on these samples. A Si composite bolometer
photoconductive Ge:Ga and Si:B detectors were used
cover the whole spectral range of interest 10–500 cm21.
Light pipes, a reflecting mirror, and condensing cones w
used to guide FIR light from the spectrometer to the sam
detector. For circular polarization measurements with
FIR laser, al/4 plate, made ofx-cut single-crystal quartz, in
conjunction with a linear polarizer, is placed in front of th
sample. Differentl/4 plates with different thicknesses we
prepared for different FIR wavelengths.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Semiconducting samples:x51.0, 0.8, 0.5, and 0.4

Samples 1–4~x51.0, 0.8, 0.5, and 0.4! have positive ef-
fective band gaps, and thus show semiconducting beha
both in magnetotransport8 and magneto-optical12,13 proper-
ties. No holes exist in these samples, excess 2D electron
the InAs being the only carriers. In Fig. 3 typical transm
tance spectra~ratioed to a zero-field spectrum! for sample 3
~x50.5! at several magnetic fields are displayed in the
ergy range 80–200 cm21. A sharp absorption feature~trans-
mission minimum! due to the CR of 2D electrons in the InA
well is the only spectroscopic feature in this energy ran
Because of the large nonparabolicity of the conduction b
in InAs and the high mobility of the participating 2D elec
trons, CR splittings are clearly observed. These splittin
come from the energy dependence of the effective mass
the effectiveg factor of the electrons~alternatively, from the
nonuniform spacing of the Landau and spin levels!. The
dominant low-energy@high-energy# line of the resolved two

TABLE I. The electron densities and mobilities of the samp
studied. The numbers in parentheses are the values after LED
mination. Densities were obtained at 4.2 K and mobilities at 77

No. x
Density

~1011 cm22!
Mobility

~105 cm2/V s!

1 1.0 9.5~6.0! 0.3
2 0.8 8.2~5.0! 0.5
3 0.5 8.5~6.1! 2.2
4 0.4 6.4~5.4! 0.9
5 0.2 6.4~5.8! 1.7
6 0.1 6.2~5.5! 1.1
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1620 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
lines in Fig. 3 corresponds to the transition~2,↑!→~3,↑!
@~1,↓!→~2,↓!#, where the numbers are Landau indices, an↑
and↓ denote the parallel and antiparallel spin projection,
shown in the inset.

Illumination always reduced the CR integrated intens
and increased the transition energy~i.e., the cyclotron en-
ergy,\vc5\eB/m* !. The CR integrated intensity, which i
proportional to the 2D electron density, was reduced
about 28%, while the transition energy was shifted to hig
energy~lighter effective mass! by about 4 cm21 after illumi-
nation. Both the decrease in intensity and the position s
are consistent with the single-particle picture; the Fermi
ergyEF ~or the electron density! of the system is lowered by
illumination as a result of the NPP effect,4,5,8 and the CR
mass is reduced due to the nonparabolicity of the InAs c
duction band@the lowerEF , the lighter the mass, or, alter
natively, in the high-field region~inset to Fig. 3! the transi-
tions have larger contributions from lower~more widely
separated! Landau levels#. When we tilted the magnetic field
from the normal to the sample surface, the resonance p
tion shifted down following the cosine rule, indicating th
strongly 2D nature of the electrons participating in CR.

All the other semiconducting samples~x51.0, 0.8, and
0.4! showed similar behavior to sample 3, which can be
derstood predominantly in terms of single-particle ban
structure effects. No evidence of electron–LO-phonon re
nant coupling was found around the InAs reststrahlen ba
219–243 cm21, although a dielectric effect at the TO-phono
energy, similar to the results reported for an InAs/Ga
QW,43 was observed. We believe that screening effects44 and

FIG. 3. Transmittance spectra~ratioed to a zero-field spectrum!
for sample 3~x50.5; semiconducting! at 4.2 K before LED illumi-
nation at several magnetic fields. Splittings are due to the en
dependence of effective mass andg factor, as shown schematicall
in the inset, arising from the large nonparabolicity of the InAs co
duction band.
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occupation effects45 due to the large electron density in th
samples play a crucial role in reducing the coupling. A
attempt to reduce the electron density without reducing
mobility by gating the sample is in progress.

B. Intermediate sample:x50.2

In sample 5~x50.2! there is small overlap~;50 meV!
between the bulk conduction band of InAs and the bulk
lence band of Al0.2Ga0.8Sb. In the simple picture describe
earlier~Fig. 1!, the characteristic behavior of this sample c
be qualitatively understood in terms of the position of t
Fermi energyEF . Before LED illumination at low tempera
ture, EF at zero field in this sample is such thatE11EF
~measured from the bottom of the InAs conduction ban!,
whereE1 is the confinement energy for the lowest electr
subband, is slightly lower than the highest hole subba
edge at the interface~s!; hence a small density of 2D hole
can exist on the Al0.2Ga0.8Sb side of the interface~s!, and so
the system is slightly ‘‘semimetallic.’’ Applying a modes
magnetic field~a few T! depopulates the holes and tran
forms the system into a semiconductor in which only ele
trons exist. LED illumination lowersEF due to the NPP ef-
fect, decreasing the electron density and increasing the
density, making the system more strongly ‘‘semimetallic
hence the field at which holes vanish moves up to about
T.8

The above picture is consistent with most aspects of F
spectra obtained, although a few details cannot be expla
without invoking the ‘‘antinonparabolicity’’ arising from the
hybridization of electron and hole Landau levels across
interface~see Fig. 2!. In Fig. 4 two transmittance traces a

gy

-

FIG. 4. Transmittance spectra for sample 5~x50.2! at 4 T be-
fore and after exposure to a red LED. Illumination results in
dramatic change: CR frequency decreases, opposite to the exp
tion from nonparabolicity, and a line, referred to as thee-X line in
this paper, appears above CR.
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55 1621FAR-INFRARED MAGNETO-OPTICAL STUDY OF TWO- . . .
shown for sample 5 at 4 T before and after LED illumina-
tion, respectively. A single sharp CR line is observed bef
illumination, similar to that observed for semiconductin
samples, since before illumination the system at this field
expected to be semiconducting from the above consi
ations. After illumination CR shiftsdown in energy and
broadens substantially; in addition, an interesting feature
ferred to as thee-X line in this paper, appears 30 cm21

above CR. The appearance of thee-X line indicates that the
system is ‘‘semimetallic;’’ this line is absent in all the sem
conducting samples, but is more clearly observed in sam
6, which is the most strongly ‘‘semimetallic.’’ The decrea
in energy for CR isnot expected from the usual band no
parabolicity, for which CR should shiftup after LED illumi-
nation.

A plot of transition energy against field in Fig. 5~a! for
CR before LED illumination exhibits a nearly linear depe
dence, corresponding to a mass of 0.035m0 at the Fermi en-
ergy, much higher than the band-edge mass~0.024m0! due to
nonparabolicity. As shown in Fig. 5~b!, this linedecreasesin
amplitude monotonically with increasing magnetic field
the field range;1.5 to ;5 T, consistent with the above
mentioned field-inducede-h depopulation. Above 4 T, CR
intensity remains constant with field, since there are no ho
and only excess electrons exist forB.4 T. From the CR
integrated intensity, we obtained for 2D electro
ns'731011 cm22 for B,2T andns'431011 cm22 for B.4
T, deducing a zero-field hole density of;331011 cm22. This
number is considerably larger than the value obtained fr
magnetotransport measurements;8 in a later section we show
that this is also due to the hybridization~see Fig. 2!, which
modifies the simple relation between the CR integrated
tensity and the electron density.

FIG. 5. ~a! Transition energy vs field for CR and thee-X line
observed for sample 5~x50.2! at 4.2 K. ~b! Peak absorption am
plitude vs field. Dramatic reduction~;30%! in intensity due to
magnetic-field-induced semimetal-semiconductor transition can
seen. Oscillatory behavior is seen for both lines at high fields~.3
T! after LED illumination.
e

is
r-

e-

le

s

m
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In Fig. 5 we also show~a! transition energy vs field and
~b! peak absorption amplitude for both CR and thee-X line
after LED illumination. At low magnetic fields~,4 T!, we
observe a single sharp line due toe-CR, similar to thee-CR
line observed before illumination but with smaller intens
and larger linewidth~see Fig. 4!. In the field range 1–4 T,
e-CR loses intensity rapidly with increasing field—
qualitatively the same behavior as before illumination. Ho
ever, at about 4 T, where there is still a large density
holes, thee-X line begins to be observed about 30 cm21

abovee-CR. The transition energy vs field for both line
shows slight deviation from straight lines@see Fig. 5~a!#.
e-CR exhibits anaveragelinear dependence onB, extrapo-
lating to zero at zero field, whereas thee-X line extrapolates
to a finite energy~;25 cm21! at zero field. We assign the
e-X line to an internal transition~1s→2p1-like! of excitons
composed of spatially separated electrons and holes.
line is observable only at temperatures,40 K and magnetic
fields.4 T, consistent with the notion that applied perpe
dicular fields stabilize the quasi-2D excitonic state by shrin
ing thee-h wave function in the 2D plane. More details o
the behavior of thee-X line and discussion of its origin in
terms of an excitonic ground state are given in Sec. IV.

Figure 6 shows the high-magnetic-field behavior~up to 15
T! of sample 5. A Si:B photoconductive detector was used
cover the energy range of interest, 300–500 cm21. There is a
gap region between 220 and 320 cm21, where transmission
experiments were impossible because of the reststra
band of the GaAs substrates. Before illumination~a!, a sharp
e-CR remains the only feature, but shows splittings due
nonparabolicity. These splittings are of the same origin
those observed for semiconducting samples~see Sec. III A!,
consistent with the fact that sample 5 is completely semic
ducting~i.e., there are no holes! in this high-field range. Af-
ter illumination~b!, we observe an asymmetric broad featu
consisting of two CR lines, for which peak positions we
deduced from line-shape analysis. We believe that these
lines arise from the nonparabolicity-induced splitting, as b

e

FIG. 6. High-field~11–15 T! behavior of sample 5~x50.2!: ~a!
before and~b! after LED illumination. The insets show typica
transmittance spectra at 4.2 K. Nonparabolicity-induced CR sp
tings can be seen, similar to the results for semiconducting sam
~see Fig. 3!.
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1622 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
fore illumination, but they are not resolved because of l
broadening. The line-broadening due to illumination is co
sistent with illumination-induced mobility reduction ob
served in similar systems~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5!, but its
microscopic origin is still elusive as is the origin of the ele
tron accumulation and the NPP effect. The possibility t
the high-energy line in Fig. 6~b! is thee-X line can be ruled
out, since the transition energies of the two lines are ne
identical to those of the two lines observed before illumin
tion in the same field range@Fig. 6~a!# and the separation
between the two lines~;15 cm21! is only half that of the
e-X–e-CR separation~30 cm21!. Therefore, we conclude
from Fig. 6~b! that thee-X line is already gone atB.12 T
after illumination. This is also evidence that thee-X line
arises frome-h interaction, since in this field range no hole
are available.8

C. A semimetallic sample:x50.1

1. Illumination and field dependence of e-CR and e-X

Sample 6~x50.1! is more strongly ‘‘semimetallic,’’ hav-
ing larger band overlap, than sample 5~x50.2!. In the simple
picture in which hybridization between electron states a
hole states is not considered, the 2D electrons are confine
the 15-nm InAs well, and the 2D holes are confined at
heterointerface~s! by self-consistent band-bending resultin
from charge transfer.46 The position ofEF is always between
the lowest electron subband edge and the highest hole
band edge, so that both electrons and holes exist. Illum
tion lowersEF , increasing the hole density and decreas
the electron density. Therefore, thee-X line, observedonly
after illumination in a certain field range for sample 5,
observable for sample 6 at fields above;1 T, both before
and after illumination, with increased intensity after illum
nation. When the illumination time reaches about 500 m
the e-X line becomes comparable in intensity toe-CR in
intensity, finally becoming the dominant line at the highe
photon dose. It should be noted that, compared to theposi-
tive persistent photoeffect commonly observed
GaAs-AlxGa12xAs QW structures, the time constant is e
tremely long, consistent with magnetotransport expe
ments.5,8

The typical magnetic-field dependence of transmitta
spectra at 4.2 K for sample 6 is shown in Fig. 7 for fie
regimes 1.0–3.0@in ~a!# and 3.5–7.0 T@in ~b!#. In the low-
field regimeB,2.5T, e-CR is dominant and sharp. Wit
increasing field, however, thee-X line increases in intensity
very rapidly at the expense ofe-CR, suggesting that perpen
dicular magnetic fields stabilize the quasi-2D excitonic sta
In the field range 3–7 T, the intensities of both lines oscill
with field in such a way thate-CR maxima coincide approxi
mately with minima of thee-X line, and vice versa. Both th
linewidth and amplitude ofe-CR also oscillate strongly, line
width maxima and amplitude minima occurring simult
neously in the vicinity of evenn’s ~e.g., atB55.5–6.0 T,
corresponding ton;4! @12#.

In Fig. 8 we plot transition energy@in ~a!# and percent
peak absorption amplitude@in ~b!# against magnetic field up
to 7.5 T after illumination at 4.2 K for bothe-CR ande-X,
along with another, low-frequency line, referred to as
h-X line in this paper. Details of theh-X line are given in
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Sec. III C 3. The straight line in Fig. 8~a! has an effective
mass of m*50.0352m0 , which we call ‘‘the high-
temperature mass,’’ as we discuss later~Sec. III C 3!. Open
diamonds are data obtained with a FIR laser, and will
discussed in Sec. III C 5. We observe an anomalous ‘‘a

FIG. 7. Transmittance spectra for sample 6~x50.1; semimetal-
lic! at 4.2 K after LED illumination in field ranges~a! 1.0–3.0 T
and ~b! 3.5–7.0 T. A single sharp CR is seen in low fields, but
loses strength rapidly with increasing field and a new peak~e-X
line! appears at high fields, similar to sample 5~x50.2! after LED
illumination.

FIG. 8. Sample 6~x50.1; semimetallic! after exposure to a
LED. ~a! Transition energy vs magnetic field fore-CR, e-X line,
andh-X line at 4.2 K, including both Fourier transform~FT! and
laser spectroscopy, along with a straight line that corresponds
mass of 0.0352m0. ~b! Plot of percent change in transmittance
peak vs magnetic field fore-CR and thee-X line.
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nonparabolic’’ field dependence of the transition energies
both e-CR ande-X in Fig. 8~a!: ~1! they show large slope
discontinuities at fields near 3, 4, and 6 T~corresponding
approximately ton58, 6, and 4, respectively!; ~2! the cyclo-
tron mass (mCR* 5eB/v res) is found todecreasemonotoni-
cally with increasing field between two adjacent discontin
ties; ~3! the transition energy jumpsdown with increasing
field at each discontinuity~i.e., the transition energy just be
fore a discontinuity ishigher than the transition energy jus
after that discontinuity!; ~4! there are at least three C
branches whose transition energies extrapolate to zero
nite magnetic field~see also Sec. III C 5!. None of these
observations is expected from the usual band nonparab
ity, for which the mass shouldincreasewith field and the
transition energy should jumpup at integersn.10,11 Despite
these anomalies, both lines show anoverall linear depen-
dence on field withessentially the same average slo
~;0.035m0!. The equivalence of the slopes strongly sugge
that thee-X line is associated with 2D electrons in the InA
well. The amplitude of thee-X line increases rapidly with
magnetic field at the expense ofe-CR in the low-field region
~B,3 T!, as shown in Fig. 8~b!, qualitatively the same be
havior as sample 5 after illumination. However, at high
fields it oscillates strongly, with maxima coincident with th
minima in thee-CR intensity near evenn’s. All the above
results suggest the importance of the filling factor in det
mining intensity, position, and linewidth both fore-CR and
thee-X line.

2. CR oscillations with filling factor

In the magnetic-field dependence ofe-CR for samples 5
and 6, we have observed strong oscillations in mass, am
tude, and linewidth. We found that these oscillations are
servable only in the ‘‘semimetallic’’ situation at low enoug
temperatures and high enough magnetic fields, and that
appear to be correlated with filling factorn. In Fig. 9 we plot
e-CR mass, amplitude, and linewidth againstn for sample 6
~x50.1! at 4.2 K after LED illumination. It can be clearl
seen in Fig. 9~a! that the CR mass oscillates strongly, wi
abrupt mass changes at even-integern’s. As noted before,
between two adjacent even integern’s ~e.g.,n56 and 4!, the
CR massdecreaseswith decreasingn ~increasingB!, oppo-
site to what would be expected from nonparabolicity. T
n-dependent oscillations in amplitude and linewidth@Figs.
9~b! and 9~c!# are similar to earlier results for InAs/GaS
QW’s.39 Pronounced oscillations are seen, linewidth maxi
and amplitude minima occurring ateven-integer n’s;9 dra-
matic line broadening with concomitant amplitude reduct
is observed atn54. Thus the onset of nonparabolicity
induced CR splittings42 is not the cause of the oscillations
since it predicts linewidth maxima atodd-integern.

Another important experimental finding is that th
strength of the CR oscillations increases with increasinge-h
pair density~or decreasing Fermi energy! ~see Ref. 12 for
details!. As we described in Sec. III B, before illuminatio
for sample 5, onlye-CR, which doesnotexhibit oscillations,
is observed. After illumination for sample 5, bothe-CR and
the e-X-line are observed,and CR mass, amplitude, an
linewidth oscillate. Sample 6 before illumination show
stronger oscillations than sample 5 after illumination, refle
ing the fact that sample 6 always has a highere-h pair den-
r
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sity than sample 5; after illumination it shows even strong
oscillations. The strength of the amplitude and linewidth o
cillations and the intensity of thee-X line show qualitatively
the same behavior, i.e., they also increased with increas
e-h pair density~or decreasingEF!, indicating that the os-
cillations and the emergence of thee-X line are correlated.

Finally, as we describe in Sec. III C 3, the strength of a
the oscillations and the intensity of thee-X line become
weaker with increasing temperature, and disappear at h
enough temperatures~T.50 K!. In other words, all the
anomalies observed for sample 6 are possible only at lo
enough temperature. This also strongly supports the idea t
all the oscillations and thee-X line are related toe-h Cou-
lomb interaction~and the density of holes!, which become
relatively unimportant at high temperatures.

3. Temperature dependence

Temperature dependence was studied in detail in sampl
at several magnetic fields. Figure 10~a! shows transmittance
spectra for this sample atB55 T ~n54.6! and at several
different temperatures. AtT54.2 K, the e-X line at 160
cm21 dominates the spectrum. With increasing temperatu
however,e-CR increases in intensity rapidly whilee-X de-
creases. Above 20 K,e-CR becomes dominant overe-X, and
above 50 Ke-X is a weak shoulder on the high-energy sid

FIG. 9. Electron CR oscillations vs filling factor for sample 6
after illumination at 4.2 K:~a! percent absorption amplitude and~b!
full width at half maximum. Values were obtained from fits of
Lorentzians to the data.
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FIG. 10. Temperature dependence ofe-CR and thee-X line for sample 6 after exposure to the LED. Ratios of transmitted intensity
the indicated temperature to a background spectrum~at the same temperature andB50! are shown by the solid circles. Individual Lorentzia
lines fitted to the data—dotted lines fore-CR and dashed lines for thee-X line; overall fit—solid lines.~a! B55 T, ~b! B55.75 T, and~c!
B54 T. In ~c! it is clearly seen that with increasing temperature the CR frequency shifts up, the CR strength increases, and the
becomes narrower.
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of e-CR. The spectra can be fitted very well by two Loren
zians, as indicated in the figure. The clear decrease in
intensity of thee-X line at higher temperatures suggests t
it is associated with a bound state—an excitonic state in
case. Note also thate-X is always broader thane-CR, indica-
tive of a basically different origin. At other magnetic field
the general temperature dependence is the same, in the
thate-CR increases ande-X decreases with temperature, b
details are sometimes very different, with the filling fact
being an important quantity. Especially at fields close
even integersn, as shown in Fig. 10~b! for the case of
B55.75 T ~n;4!, higher temperatures were required f
e-CR to become dominant. This behavior is consistent, w
the e-h interaction~and consequently the excitonic bindin
energy! being larger at evenn’s than at oddn’s.

It was also found that the CR mass, amplitude, and li
width change considerably with temperature. Figure 10~c!
shows two spectra for sample 6 at 4 T~n55.7! obtained at 40
and 4.2 K, respectively. It can clearly be seen that at 40 K
CR frequency is higher, the CR amplitude is larger, and
CR linewidth isnarrower, than the corresponding quantitie
at 4.2 K. In Fig. 8~a! we indicated a straight line having a
effective mass ofm50.0352m0 , which we call ‘‘the high-
temperature mass:’’ the CR mass always approaches
mass when temperature is raised at any magnetic field
Fig. 11 we plot the measured CR frequencies, in terms of
shift from the position expected for the high-temperatu
-
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mass, as a function of temperatureT between 4.2 and 70 K
for several magnetic fields~filling factors! for sample 6. The
data point at 5.75 T~n53.95! and 4.2 K is omitted becaus
of the large uncertainty in the position of theveryweak and
broad peak. It is clearly seen in the figure that the ene
shift always approaches zero at anyn as temperature is
raised; i.e., if the energy shift at low temperature is posit

FIG. 11. The temperature dependence of CR position at f
different fields~filling factors!. The abscissa measures the ener
shift from the energy expected from the high-temperature m
@0.0352m0, see the straight line in Fig. 8~a!#. No data points at 5.75
T and 4.2 K is included because of the very large uncertainty
resonance position.
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~negative!, it decreases~increases! with increasing tempera
ture. In short, at high enough temperatures, the disconti
ties in transition energy vs field, seen in Fig. 8~a!, disappear,
and the transition energy shows the usual linear depend
on B. Similar tendencies are seen for amplitude and li
width as well. Therefore, it can be concluded that all t
oscillations become less pronounced with increasing t
perature, disappearing at high enough temperatures~T.50
K!, and the mass, amplitude, and linewidth ofe-CR ap-
proach their mean values between maxima and minima
high temperatures,e-X also disappears—again consiste
with the notion that the oscillations are intimately related
e-h correlations.

We have observed two other lines,h-CR and theh-X
line, that arise from holes in the Al0.1Ga0.9Sb barriers, in a
lower-frequency region, as shown in Fig. 12. Transition e
ergy vs field for theh-X line can be found in Fig. 8~a!.
Figure 12 displays FIR spectra in the energy range 30–
cm21 for sample 6 at 4 T for several temperatures and und
different illumination conditions. There are four distinct fe
tures in this spectral range. The line at 125 cm21 is thee-X
line, and the line at 105 cm21 is e-CR, as before. Thee-X
line increases in intensity with decreasing temperature an
increasing hole~or electron-hole pair! density at the expens
of e-CR intensity, consistent with the idea ofe-h binding. Its
intensity is larger after LED illumination than before illum
nation since illumination increases electron-hole pair dens
Qualitatively the same behavior can be seen for theh-X line
~at 40 cm21! andh-CR: theh-X line increases in intensity
with decreasing temperature and/or increasing electron-
density at the expense ofh-CR intensity. At the highest tem
perature, onlye-CR and h-CR are observable, consiste
with the notion that electrons and holes are thermally lib
ated from bound states. The fact thath-CR is not observed a
low temperatures leads us to conclude thatall the holes are
bound at low temperatures in the form of excitons.

FIG. 12. Transmittance spectra for sample 6 under differ
temperature and illumination conditions. Two electronlike lines a
two hole like lines are clearly observed.
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4. Tilted-field experiments

Interesting aspects of thee-X-line were found when we
tilted the magnetic field with respect to the growth axis. Bo
e-CR ande-X shifted down in energy with a small tilt angle
indicating that they are 2D in nature. However,e-X was
found to lose intensity rapidly with increasing tilt angl
while the CR intensity was maintained and the CR posit
followed the cosine dependence on angle typical of 2D c
finement.

Figure 13~a! displays typical transmittance spectra at se
eral magnetic fields, between 4 and 7 T, with the magn
field normal to the sample surface for sample 6~x50.1!. At
4 T CR is dominant, but it rapidly loses intensity and broa
ens with increasing field, and becomes a shoulder on
e-X-line at 6 T. However, CR regains intensity with furth
increasing field, and quickly becomes dominant again at 7
This general behavior can be also seen at a 15° tilt an
@Fig. 13~b!#, but with slightly different line shape and re
duced frequencies both for CR ande-X, indicating the 2D
nature of both lines. If we take the normal component ofB
~B cos15°! in Fig. 13~b!, and compare the spectra with tho
taken withB at normal incidence in Fig. 13~a!, we notice that
not only the frequencies but also the relative intensities
the two lines correspond almost exactly. However, at 45°
shown in Fig. 13~c!, e-X dramatically shifts down in energy
and loses intensity, whilee-CR shifts down in energy as th
cosine of the angle between the field and surface normal,
increases in intensity. At 7 and 8 T,e-X is not detectable.

These results suggest that a large in-plane magnetic
tends to destroye-X in favor of e-CR, in contrast to a large
perpendicular magnetic field, which stabilizes it. We belie
that this effect is consistent with other experimental obser
tions, and can be explained as follows. As we have seen
the observed anomalies, including the appearance ofe-X, are
correlated with thee-h pair density~or the overlap between
the InAs conduction band and the AlxGa12xSb valence
band!—the e-X line increases in intensity with increasin
e-h pair density at the cost ofe-CR intensity. When a mag
netic field is applied parallel to the 2D plane~Biy, wherez is
the growth axis!, electrons moving in the positive and neg

t
d

FIG. 13. Transmittance spectra for sample 6~x50.1; semime-
tallic! at several magnetic fields and at different angles of the fi
with respect to the normal to the sample surface:~a! 0°, ~b! 15°, and
~c! 45°.
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1626 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
tive x directions are affected by different Lorentz forces, a
the subband structure is modified. However, usually the
dius of the cyclotron motion~81 Å at 10 T! is much larger
than the well width, so that the magnetic field can be trea
as a small perturbation. It can be easily shown that this p
turbation causes additional confinement for both electron
hole subbands, which results in thedecreaseof the band
overlap. Hence an in-plane magnetic field tends to decre
the number density ofe-h pairs, leading to a reduction in th
intensity of thee-X line in favor ofe-CR.

5. FIR laser magnetospectroscopy

FIR laser magnetospectroscopy of sample 6~x50.1! has
exhibited rich spectra. An optically pumped FIR molecu
gas laser was used to generate FIR radiation at wavelen
of 61.6, 70.5, 96.5, 118.8, 250.0, 393, and 432mm. In Fig.
14 six representative traces are shown for five different F
laser wavelengths. The top four traces were taken with
polarized FIR radiation, whereas the bottom two traces w
taken with circularly polarized radiation. At least three a
sorption lines are clearly observed for each wavelength;
have attached arrows to only those features whose reson
fields can be easily determined. In order to determine
origin of the lines unambiguously, positions of the transm
sion minima are plotted in Fig. 8~a!, together with results
obtained by Fourier-transform magnetospectroscopy of
same sample at the same temperature. It is clearly seen
some of the features aree-CR and others correspond to th
e-X line. The most important point to note is that the lin
that are observed as broad low-energy tails in Four
transform spectra are observed clearly as~reasonably sharp!
minima in the laser spectra. This is because these lines~one

FIG. 14. FIR laser transmission spectra for sample 6~x50.1;
semimetallic! at five different wavelengths. The data were tak
with unpolarized FIR radiation, except for the lower two traces,
which circularly polarized FIR light at 250mm was used. High-field
lines observed in the middle two traces are bulk CR in GaAs. In
lower two traces it can be clearly seen that thee-X line ande-CR
are electronlike and theh-X-line is holelike.
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at 3.5–4 T and another at 5.5–6 T! have extremely large
slope vs field. Finally, circular polarization measureme
were performed to distinguish between electronlike and ho
like transitions unambiguously. In Fig. 14 two transmittan
spectra at a wavelength of 250.0mm are displayed for elec
tronlike and holelike circular polarizations, respectively. T
data were obtained with a circular polarizer that was 6
efficient. It can be clearly seen that thee-X line ande-CR
are electronlike and theh-X line is holelike.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Anomalies in cyclotron resonance

1. ‘‘Antinonparabolic’’ behavior

In ‘‘semimetallic’’ samples, sample 5~x50.2! and sample
6 ~x50.1!, in which the bottom of the InAs conduction ban
is lower in energy than the top of the AlxGa12xSb valence
band, we have observed several types of anomalous beh
of e-CR. Some of these anomalies may be characterized
the term ‘‘antinonparabolic effects’’ since they are in a ce
tain senseoppositeto the well-known band nonparabolicit
effects. As described below, these effects manifest th
selves in the carrier-density~or the Fermi energyEF! depen-
dence of the low-field cyclotron mass and in the magne
field dependence of the high-field cyclotron mas
Consideration of all the bizarre observations leads us to
idea that the electron confinement mechanism in typ
broken-gap QW’s is totally different from that in type
QW’s and type-II staggered QW’s, and that coexisting ho
may play a role in determining~renormalizing! the mass of
electrons in type-II broken-gap QW’s through the Coulom
interaction between them.

In the more common type-I semiconductor QW’s in lo
perpendicular magnetic fields (\vc!EF), the cyclotron
mass of confined carriers is directly related to the value
E11EF , whereE1 is the energy of the lowest subband d
to the confinement in the growth direction, provided the w
width is not extremely narrow and the mass enhancem
effect due to the wave-function penetration into the barri
can be neglected. A larger mass for a QW with a larg
electron sheet density is expected under these conditions
cause of nonparabolicity. In QW’s made from materials w
large conduction-band nonparabolicity like InAs, this effe
is very pronounced;10,11CR masses are much larger than t
bulk band-edge mass@0.024m0 ~Ref. 47!#. However, this
simple expectation breaks down for samples 5 and 6 in
present work. In Table II we summarize the low-field cycl
tron masses obtained for four different samples, both be
and after LED illumination, together with the correspondi
densities. As can be seen, there is a systematic differe
between samples 5 and 6 and samples 1 and 3. For sam
5 and 6, the low-field mass isheavier after illumination,
although the electron density islower after illumination; on
the other hand, for samples 1 and 3, which are type-II st
gered ‘‘semiconducting’’ QW’s, the mass after illuminatio
is lighter than that before illumination. The latter behavi
can be understood in terms of the usual conduction-b
nonparabolicity. It should be also noted that samples 1 an
have much lighter masses than samples 5 and 6, altho
they have similar densities and the same well width.
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TABLE II. Low-field cyclotron mass for four samples both before and after LED illumination, toge
with corresponding electron densities. SC, semiconducting; SM, semimetallic. It can be seen that ‘‘se
tallic’’ samples exhibitheaviermasses after illumination, inconsistent with nonparabolicity.

Sample
no. x

Illumination
condition SC or SM

Density
~31011 cm22!

Low-fields mass
~in units ofm0!

1 1.0
Before SC 9.5 0.034960.0005
After SC 6.0 0.033860.0005

3 0.5
Before SC 8.5 0.034160.0001
After SC 6.1 0.031560.0001

5 0.2
Before SC/SM 6.4 0.034960.0003
After SM 5.8 0.036860.0005

6 0.1
Before SM 6.2 0.037860.0003
After SM 5.5 0.039560.0005
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When the magnetic field value is increased, and the qu
tum limit is approached, the spectroscopic cyclotron mas
~defined bym*5eB/vc , wherevc is the experimentally ob-
tained resonance frequency! are no longer constant with
field. They are generally expected to be a strong function
the Landau-level filling factor, because different transitio
have different spectroscopic masses due to the band no
rabolicity: spectroscopic effective masses and effectiveg
factors are energy dependent. In that case, the field de
dence of the masses should reflect the movement ofEF with
applied magnetic field. This effect has been very clearly
served in earlier work on InAs-AlSb QW’s,10,11 and also in
semiconducting samples in the present work. However,
samples 5 and 6, as shown in Figs. 5~a! and 8~a!, respec-
tively, the field-dependence of the high-field spectrosco
cyclotron mass in the presence of thee-X line is very un-
usual. The mass oscillates strongly with field, as expec
but in an unexpected way: it abruptly shifts toheaviervalues
at even integer filling factors; between two such adjac
shifts, the mass clearlydecreases. In order to compare quali
tatively the opposite behaviors for two cases—nonparab
and antinonparabolic—the characteristic ways in which sp
tings occur are shown pictorially in Fig. 15. We emphas
that the semiconducting samples exhibit theusualnonpara-
bolic effects.

Finally, and most strikingly, the detailed studies with
FIR laser ~Sec. III B 5! have unambiguously shown tha
there exist FIR lines whose transition energies extrapolat
zero atfinite magnetic fields but quickly approach the cla
sical CR withextremely large slope vs magnetic field@see
Fig. 8~a!#. None of these anomalous magneto-optical p
nomena have been observed in any existing 2D semicon
tor systems to the best of our knowledge, and require u
reconsider the electron subband structures in the ‘‘semi
tallic’’ regime both in the absence and the presence of m
netic fields.

2. Hybridization of in-plane dispersion relations

Very interesting results of a series of theoretical inve
gations on InAs/GaSb type-II broken-gap heterostructu
have been reported by Altarelli and co-workers,15–17 which
appear to be consistent with part of the present experime
results for samples 5 and 6. It is particularly interesting t
the existence of magneto-optical transitions having ener
n-
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that extrapolate to zero at finite magnetic field, but rapid
approach CR with increasing magnetic field, has be
predicted;16 however, to date such lines have not been una
biguously observed experimentally, to our knowledge. T
essential idea15 on which calculations are based is th
conduction-band states in InAs and valance-band state
~Al !GaSb are coupled through boundary conditions on
envelope functions~and their derivatives! at the InAs-
~Al !GaSb interface. The coupled in-plane dispersion re
tions, computed in the framework of the envelope-functi
approximation, were shown to obey a no-crossing rule wh

FIG. 15. Characteristic difference in the way in which a splitti
occurs between parabolic and antiparabolic cases.
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1628 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
opens up small ~&10 meV! energy gaps betwee
conduction-band-like and valence-band-like subband15

These results strongly indicate that in anintrinsic sample no
truly semimetallic band structure exists; the semimetallic
havior observed for real systems thus arises from extrin
effects.

We believe that anomalies observed in the present w
arise from the fact that the positions ofEF in samples 5 and
6 are close to the above-mentioned energy gaps. This s
tion has never been achieved experimentally, primarily d
to the pinning ofEF far above the gaps in the InAs/GaS
samples studied previously. In Fig. 16 schematic diagram
band structure for InAs/AlxGa12xSb ~x50.2 and 0.1! both in
k space~left panel! and in real space~right panel! are shown.
We assume that the mechanism that determines the pos
of EF is predominantly the surface-donor-pinnin
mechanism17,18since the top barriers in all the samples stu
ied are very thin~15 nm!. This results in asymmetric QW’s
in real space, as shown in the figure; we assume that
holes are confined only at the ‘‘bottom’’ interface~to the
right in the figure!. In k space, energy vs in-plane wav
vector~ki! relations show small band gaps at finiteki , i.e., at
ki5kG . For sample 5~x50.2!, before LED illumination,EF
is slightly higher than the band extremum atk50; no holes
exist. However, after LED illumination,EF is lowered to-
ward the gap, leading to the coexistence of electronlike
holelike Fermi surfaces; thus the system is now a ‘‘se
metal.’’ Hence dramatic changes in magneto-optical prop
ties due to illumination can be expected. For sample 6~x
50.1! there is a larger band overlap, which makes it poss
for EF to lie always below the extremum atki50. It can be
understood how illumination in this case results in an
crease~decrease! in the hole ~electron! density, consisten
with experimental observations.

Although we have not investigated samples withx50, we
can predict very interesting situations~Fig. 17! based on the
idea presented above. It is possible forEF to lie both above
@Fig. 17~a!# and below@Fig. 17~b!# the gap because of th

FIG. 16. Schematic energy-band diagram in thek-parallel plane
~left panel! and in real space~right panel! for ‘‘semimetallic’’
InAs-AlxGa12xSb single QW structures~x50.2 and 0.1!.
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relatively large band overlap~;150 meV! in this case. Both
of these situations can be called ‘‘semimetallic,’’ but the
should have completely different carriers dominating th
conductivity with different natures; e.g., holes in the forme
case are populated in a pocket nearki50, but in the latter
case they are in the donutlike pocket nearki5kG . Experi-
mental distinction between these two situations has not be
reported, but we believe that improvements in sample qual
in terms of the control ofEF will lead to such observations.
In particular, samples whoseEF is very close to the gap
should have carriers that have unusual properties, since th
carriers should have mixed character of the InAs conductio
band and the GaSb valence band. In fact, recent results
FIR magneto-optical studies on InAs/GaSb systems in oth
laboratories48–50have shown strong CR oscillations,48–50an-
tinonparabolic behavior,48 and a line at higher frequency
than CR in some situations.48,49Some of these results appea
to be similar to the results we have obtained for sample
~x50.1!, but there are also some significant differences. W
believe that the small band overlap in our system couple
with the position ofEF led to the first realization of a situa-
tion in which the predicted unusual behavior is directly ob
served.

The Landau-level spectrum based on the above picture
very complex,16 reflecting the ‘‘antinonparabolic’’ nature of
theE vs ki relationship which results from the band overlap
and band repulsion. However, the most essential points c
be qualitatively understood by a simple two-band model a
suming parabolic conduction-band-like and valence-ban
like bands. In Fig. 18~a!, Landau levels for interacting elec-
tronlike and holelike bands, calculated within such a two
band model, are presented. The intraband transition ene

FIG. 17. Schematic energy-band diagram in thek-parallel plane
~left! and in real space~right! for an InAs-GaSb single QW struc-
ture.~a! The case where the Fermi level lie above the hybridizatio
gap and~b! below the gap.
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between two adjacent energy levels, namely the CR-
transition, is shown in Fig. 18~b!. The transitions indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 18~a! correspond to the transition en
ergies shown by the thick solid line in Fig. 18~b!. The cal-
culated results are consistent with our experimental resul
two major areas:~1! because the conduction-band bottom
lower in energy than the top of the valence band, the in
action isoppositeto the usualk•p interaction between the
bands in narrow-gap semiconductors; this leads to antin
parabolic effects such as adecreasein cyclotron mass with
increasing magnetic field and an increase in energy sep
tion between adjacent levels with increasing Landau ind
and ~2! there exist lines that have unusually large slope
magnetic field and become normal CR at high fiel
strongly reminiscent of the experimental observations in
present work@see Fig. 8~a!#.

An important question arises as to the pictures in Figs.
and 17: what value would be obtained for carrier densi
from CR measurements? Since the electronsbelow the gap
areinert, they cannot participate in electrical conduction, a
hence should not be counted. The value ofkF doesnot reflect
the number density through the equationkF5(2pn)1/2, as
expected for usual 2D carriers. Instead, the real electron
sity, which could be very small if we do not count the ine
electrons, should be obtained from the relation,kFe

2 2kFh
2

52pn. However, the apparent CR intensity should alwa
be larger than expected from the real electron density
cause of the large value ofkF , which corresponds to a larg
Landau index. It is important to note that the oscillat
strength of CR increases with the Landau index in suc
way that the CR intensity invariably gives thetotal electron
density despite the fact that in CR we can probe only e
trons acrossEF . Therefore, electron densities obtained fro
CR inevitably contain the inert electrons. This is particula
true when the Fermi level is far away from the hybridizati
gap, and the energy vsk relation in the vicinity ofkF is very

FIG. 18. ~a! Schematic Landau-level spectrum calculated fo
two-band system. The coupling between the two bands lead
unusual magnetic-field dependence: electronlike levels at low fi
become holelike at high fields, and vice versa.~b! Transition energy
between adjacent energy levels calculated from~a!. The existence
of lines whose transition energy goes to zero at finite magn
fields, consistent with the experimental results@see Fig. 8~a!#, is
clearly seen.
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similar to what it would be without the coupling. When th
magnetic field becomes strong, however, more and m
Landau levels successively depopulate, and finally the s
tem approaches a point where the effects of the hybridiza
are significant. Then the simple oscillator strength vs Land
index relation breaks down, and notable changes~decrease!
in CR intensity should be expected. The remarkable fie
induced reduction in CR intensity observed for sample
@Fig. 5~b!# could be explained in this way.

As we saw, the theoretical model proposed by Altare
and co-workers15–17 can successfully explain some part
the present experimental results. However, several impor
points remain unresolved in this framework: e.g., CR lin
width and amplitude oscillations, the temperature dep
dence of the CR oscillations, and the appearance of thX
lines. It appears that some of the experimental aspects ca
be understood in terms of one-electron theories without
voking many-body effects. These issues will be discusse
the remainder of this paper.

3. CR oscillations—many-body effect or band-structure effect?

The filling-factor-dependent CR linewidth oscillations
quasi-2D systems, observed over the years bysomeworkers
in somesystems, has provoked a great deal of controversy
the past there have been numerous attempts, both theore
and experimental, to elucidate this and other filling-fact
dependent properties of 2D CR, but a complete understa
ing is still elusive. The filling-factor-dependent screening
impurity scatterers by 2D electron gases~2DEG’s! ~Refs.
39–41! and unresolved nonparabolicity-induced C
splittings42 have been suggested as possible interpretation
understand some of the experimental data. By comparing
present results with other theoretical and experimen
reports,10,11,39–42we shall examine these possibilities for th
origin of the oscillations in the present work, as well as e
plore possible alternative interpretations.

a. Filling-factor-dependent screening of ionized impu
ties by 2DEG’s. The screening properties of a 2DEG in
strong perpendicular magnetic field, and their effects on
linewidth have been theoretically studied by seve
authors.41 In a strong magnetic field the electronic ener
levels are completely quantized, and a singular, discrete d
sity of states arises in the ideal cases. Since the streng
the screening is determined by the density of states at
Fermi energy, which depends sensitively on Landau-le
broadening in real systems, which in turn is determined
the screening, these effects must be determined s
consistently. The screening is strongest when the highes
cupied Landau level is half-filled~odd-integer filling fac-
tors!, and weakest when it is nearly filled or empty~even-
integer filling factors!, assumingnegligible spin splitting.
Hence this leads to a variation of Landau-level width w
the Landau-level filling factor. This effect has been invok
in many cases to explain anomalies in CR line shape
quasi-2D systems.38,51–58

Experimental observation of CR linewidth oscillation
with filling factor was first reported, and interpreted with th
above screening idea, by Englertet al.40 In a 2DEG in
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterojunctions, they observed linewid
maxima nearn54 and 2. They also observed that the lin
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width oscillation became weaker with increasing tempe
ture, approaching the mean value between the maxima
the minima at the highest temperature~;40 K!, similar to
the present observations. Heitmann, Ziesmann, and Cha39

observed very pronounced oscillations of CR amplitude
width for electrons in InAs/GaSb single QW’s. The oscill
tions were much larger than the earlier results
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs.

40 Maximum linewidths and minimum
amplitudes occurred under the condition that the high
Landau level~both spin states! is fully filled, corresponding
to even-integer filling factors. These authors also attribut
the oscillations to filling-factor-dependent screening of
2DEG. Subsequent studies on GaAs/AlxGa12xAs systems,
however, produced a confusing array of sample-depen
results.38,51–58At present the only experimental results th
are fully consistent with the idea of screening are those
Ref. 39 in InAs/GaSb/QW’s—a ‘‘semimetallic’’ system.

The present results, however, pose serious problems
this interpretation. First, the observability of the oscillatio
in the present work is correlated only with the existence
band overlap,not with impurities; grown under the sam
conditions, all the samples should have similar residual
purity densities irrespective of whether they are semic
ducting or semimetallic. In addition, samples 1 and 2, wh
have lower mobilities~more scatterers! than samples 5 and 6
nooscillations were observed. Second, as shown by Men
Esaki, and Chang,59 the important filling factor for a 2De-h
system should be the differencene2nh , not the electron
filling factor ne ; the variation of the density of states at th
Fermi energy isnot simply connected to a single paramet
ne . Thus it can be concluded that the filling-factor-depend
screening of ionized impurities by the 2DEG isnot the origin
of the strong electron CR oscillations observed in the pres
work.

b. Nonparabolicity and anti-nonparabolicity. An alter-
native explanation for the CR oscillations was proposed
Hansen and Hansen,42 who showed that nonparabolicity i
conjunction with occupation effects produces an oscillat
behavior of CR mass, linewidth, and amplitude. They p
formed calculations for an InAs QW and
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterojunction. Their results resemble
the experimental results of Heitmann, Ziesmann, a
Chang39 in some qualitative aspects. However, there is
very important difference: the calculations showed t
maximum linewidths and minimum amplitudes occur atodd
filling factors, whereas these features were observed ateven
filling factors.39 More recently two groups independent
performed CR measurements on high-mobility InAs/Al
single QW’s,10,11 clearly showing maximum linewidths~or
larger splittings! at odd filling factors, inconsistent with the
screening idea but consistent with the nonparabolic
interpretation.42 Scribaet al.10 concluded that the oscillation
result from unresolved splittings caused by nonparabolic
based on the fact that they observed strong oscillations
stead of splittings in early samples with low mobilities~<105

cm2/V s!.
It is obvious that this interpretation does not apply to t

present results~or to those of Ref. 39!, since the pronounced
-
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oscillations observed in samples 5 and 6 areabsentin semi-
conducting samples. In addition, linewidth maxima occur
evenfilling factors. However, unresolved CR splittings du
to antinonparabolicityshown in Figs. 8~a!, 15, and 18, in-
stead of nonparabolicity, can also produce very similar os
latory linewidths, since they are also correlated with fillin
factor. At an even integer filling factor two CR lines a
expected~neglecting possible spin splitting!: one ~high en-
ergy! has a normal slope and the other~low energy! has an
unusually large slope vs field. With increasing field, t
former decreases and the latter increases in intensity rap
since the Fermi energy moves from one Landau level to
other around this filling factor. As the field increases furth
the low-energy line becomes the only feature with a norm
slope vs field, until the next even filling factor where it b
comes the high energy line, and a low-energy line is
pected to appear. Thus if these lines are unresolved,
similar manner to nonparabolicity-induced oscillations, t
CR linewidth oscillates with the filling factor. Experimenta
results, at least those at 4.2 K, appear to be qualitativ
consistent with this model.

However, this interpretation fails to explain the anom
lous temperature dependence: the mass shifts with temp
ture toward anaveragemass, the direction of which criti-
cally depends on the filling factor, and the dramaticline
narrowing with increasingtemperature with a concomitan
decrease in the intensity of thee-X line around even filling
factors. These effects appear to be outside the realm
single-particle band-structure theories. We thus believe
the observed CR oscillations are in part due to unresol
antinonparabolicity-induced CR splittings, but that som
other mechanism, particularly many-body effects, must
invoked to explain all the observed phenomena consisten

c. Other possible mechanisms.From the above consid
erations, we are led to explore other possible mechani
which can give rise to the CR oscillations. As we mention
existing single-particle theories appear to fail to explain
anomalous temperature dependence. Particularly, the ex
mental fact that the cyclotron mass at high temperature
proaches a value which isindependentof magnetic field
strongly suggests that the low-temperature masses are
fected by correlation effects, which are more and more
portant at lower temperatures. An important point to note
that Kohn’s theorem60 is broken by the existence of hole
~i.e., the existence of the Coulomb attraction between e
trons and holes!. In this section we consider two types ofe-h
interactions: scattering and binding; these may play sign
cant roles in determining CR linewidth.

Before considering each case, first let us discuss a gen
property of 2De-h systems in strong perpendicular magne
fields—namely, carrier density oscillations with magne
field. This was theoretically studied by Lerner and Lozovik61

and Bastardet al.46 The basic idea is that in order to reta
the charge neutrality condition while keeping the chemi
potential constant throughout the system, electrons m
move back and forth between conduction- and valence-b
states, which overlap, with magnetic field; this leads to
variation of both electron and hole densities.
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Here we consider an ideal system in which there are
parabolic bands, one of which is conduction-band-like a
the other valence-band-like, with different masses,me* and
mh* , with a band overlapD(B) which is a function of mag-
netic field, and an equal density of electrons and holes,
n5ne5nh ~or equivalently, n5ne5nh!. The field-
dependent overlapD(B) is simply the energy difference be
tween the lowest electronlike Landau level and the high
holelike Landau level, and is determined by the relat
D(B)5D02\vce/22\vch/25D02\vc/2, where\vc[\vce1
\vch, vce5eB/me* , vch5eB/mh* , andD0[D ~B50! is the
band overlap at zero field. The zero-field carrier dens
n0 (5ne05nh0) is determined by the effective mass
of electrons and holes through the equationD05EFe

1EFh5\2pne0 /me*1\2pnh0 /mh*5\2pn0 /m, where m

5(me*
21

1mh*
21
)21 is the reduced mass. If, for instance, w

choose the parametersme*50.03m0, mh*50.1, andD05150
meV, then we obtainn051.4531012 cm22.

At finite magnetic field, the carrier density is determin
by counting the number of Landau levels contained in
energy rangeD(B), when the inequality ~n21!\vc,
D(B),n\vc , wheren is an integer, holds; the carrier den
sity n(B)[5ne(B)5nh(B)] is given by n(B)5n3nB
5n3eB/h32, wherenB[eB/h32 is the degeneracy o
each Landau level~the factor 2 takes account of the sp
degeneracy of each Landau level!. In Fig. 19 carrier density
oscillations, calculated by the above equations, are show
the lower panel for this ideal system, together with a Land
level spectrum~in the upper panel!. In the upper panel the
solid ~dashed! lines correspond to electron~hole! Landau

FIG. 19. The Landau-level energy~upper panel! and carrier den-
sity ~lower panel! as functions of magnetic field for an ideal 2
semimetal~see text!. The parameters used areme*50.03m0 and
mh*50.1m0, and the zero-field band overlapD05150 meV. A
Fermi energy of 115 meV is obtained from these parameters.
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levels. It is seen that the carrier density oscillates around
zero-field value 1.4531012 cm22 with increasingB, exhibit-
ing very large jumps when the number of levels that a
completely occupied changes. The amplitude of the osc
tion continuously increases withB, until finally the carrier
density drops to zero at 60 T, which corresponds to a fie
induced semimetal-semiconductor transition. It is interest
to note that in this ideal 2De-h system the Fermi energ
does not oscillate with field while the density does, contra
to the usual 2D electron systems in magnetic fields, in wh
the Fermi energy oscillates with field while the electron de
sity is constant.

If the Landau-level widths are sufficiently narrow that th
oscillatory carrier density is realized in real systems, the f
quency of the scattering of electrons by holes should a
oscillate with the field, which may lead to CR linewidth o
cillations. In real systems,ne.nh is always the case due t
extrinsic effects. Hence only part of the total electron dens
oscillates; i.e.,ne(B)5ne11ne2(B), wherene1 is indepen-
dent ofB, andne2(B)5nh(B). The larger thee-h pair den-
sity, the stronger the oscillations that are expected; this
consistent with experimental observation that the CR os
lations become stronger with increasinge-h pair density.
However, we are not satisfied with this model in two r
spects. First, in the present experiment we did not see
clear oscillations in the CRintegrated intensity. The line-
width maxima and amplitude minima occur at the same fie
so that their product remains approximately constant, in
cating that the electron density does not oscillate sign
cantly. Second, and more importantly, the above pict
completely neglects the effects of hybridization, which a
mixes electron and hole Landau levels in the region of c
pling, invalidating any arguments based on separate, in
pendent electron and hole levels.

A model based one-h binding also can explain oscilla
tory linewidths. As described in Sec. IV B, at present t
only possibility for the origin of thee-X line which is con-
sistent with all the experimental observations is an inter
transition ~1s→2p1-like! of stable magnetoexcitons. From
the experimental results, particularly those on sample 5
can be said that the existence of holes~or low enough Fermi
energy in the hybridized band structure! is indispensable for
the oscillations. Electrons localized in the InAs QW a
holes localized in the AlxGa12xSb barrier~s! interact via their
mutual Coulomb attraction, forming stable excitons at su
ciently low temperatures and high magnetic fields. Stro
magnetic fields should yield a large binding energy for t
2D excitons and, therefore, are expected to enhance the
fectiveness of the Coulomb interaction. In the low-field r
gimeB,4 T, the exciton binding energy increases strong
with field, stabilizing the excitonic state. In the high-fie
regime 4–7 T, where the quantization of the electron ene
levels is significant as evidenced by SdH and QHE meas
ments, the stability of the excitonic state must depend
n.29,61 This idea is strongly supported by the oscillatory i
tensity exchange betweene-CR and the e-X line, the
n-dependent temperature dependence of thee-X line inten-
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1632 55KONO, MCCOMBE, CHENG, LO, MITCHEL, AND STUTZ
sity, and then-dependent CR-X separation. The overall ten
dency is that the excitons are more stable at evenn’s than at
odd n’s.

As we discussed above, there are several possibilities
the origin of the CR oscillations observed in ‘‘semimetallic
samples in the present work. Although we cannot clea
pinpoint which mechanism, or which combination of the
is dominant at this point, we believe thate-h interactions
~along with this unique band structure! play a central role in
the origin of the oscillations.

B. Origin of X lines

1. Possibilities that can be ruled out

In previous FIR magneto-optical studies on InAs/Ga
multiheterostructures62 and double heterostructures,63 double
CR peaks have been observed, and the higher-energy p
attributed to the CR of electrons in the second electric s
band. However, it is clear that such an interpretation isnot
appropriate for the presentmuch narrower QW’s, the
samples which exhibited double peaks in the earlier work62,63

have much larger well widths~>1000 Å! than the presen
samples~150 Å!. From the sample dimensions and densiti
it can be estimated that the subband separations for a sq
well, including the energy-dependent mass, is about
meV, andEF for 631011 cm22 with m*50.035m0 is about
40 meV. It is thus impossible to populate the second s
band.

Apart from the simple estimate above, this interpretat
is also in strong disagreement with several aspects of
present experimental results. First, for narrow QW’s
which electrons are confined by the entire well potential,
at the interface, the upper subband will always have a la
mass than the lower subband, and therefore CR from
upper subband would have asmallerslope vs magnetic field
The separation between the two lines should thus incre
with increasing magnetic field, whereas thee-X line is
nearly parallel toe-CR. Second, if thee-X line was the CR
of a second subband, it should appear at low fields and
appear at high fields due to depopulation by magnetic fi
This behavior, which isoppositeto our observations, wa
observed in GaAs/AlxGa12xAs QW’s.64 Third, thee-X line
should increase with temperature if it is the CR of the sec
subband, whereas experimentally it decreased. Finally,
postulate of the second subband population cannot exp
why thee-X line increasesin intensity after LED illumina-
tion, which reducesEF . If both lines were due to CR, on
from the ground subband and one from an upper subb
they should bothdecrease in intensity asEF is decreased
The data on sample 5~x50.2! exhibit thee-X line onlyafter
illumination andat high magnetic fields—behavior which
clearly opposite to that expected for a populated second
band. All of the above argue against the possibility of t
population of a second subband.

Residual impurities, more specifically residual shallo
donors in the InAs wells, can bind electrons and yield
absorption line which lies abovee-CR in energy and is
nearly parallel to CR in energy vs field in the high-field lim
However, the existence of such a large density of electr
~.1011 cm22! in the wells precludes the formation of neutr
or
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donors~D0!, negative donor ions~D2! ~Ref. 65! being the
only possibility; this fact makes this interpretation for th
e-X line very unlikely. The binding energy of hydrogen
neutral donors in InAs is very small~Ry*51.67 meV! be-
cause of its small electron effective mass. In addition,
binding energy ofD2 is much smaller—0.055Ry* in the
three-dimensional case. The increase of binding energy
to confinement can be estimated from results for a GaAs Q
with a width of 100 Å,66 where the zero-field binding energ
of D2 is about13Ry* for impurities at the well center. At 9 T
which is in the high-field limit, this value becomes approx
mately 2

3Ry* . Using these~very optimistic! values for InAs
wells, the binding energy ofD2 is estimated to be at mos
1.1 meV—still much smaller than the experimentally o
tained value of;4 meV.

The very symmetric line shapes for thee-X line also op-
pose the idea of an impurity transition. Residual donors
this case could be expected to be distributed rando
throughout the InAs wells. However, unless the donors ard
doped in the center of the wells, the impurity absorption lin
should always have an asymmetric line shape broadene
lower energies, since off-center impurities have reduc
binding energies.67

More importantly, thee-X line is observed onlyin the
samples that are semimetallic~and in the case of sample
only after illumination which creates holes!; the observabil-
ity of the e-X line is correlated only with the existence o
holes~or the overlap of the bands!, not the existence of im-
purities. There was no evidence of theX lines in any of the
semiconducting samples~x50.4, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0! under any
conditions, although the background impurity density
nominally constant for all the samples; also, two of the
~samples 1 and 2! have lower mobilities~so possibly more
residual impurities! than samples 5 and 6. In addition, th
observation of theh-X line only in the strongly semimetallic
sample is completely inconsistent with shallow donor imp
rities associated with InAs.

An absorption line due to the excitation of quasi-2D ma
netoplasmons should appear at energies above CR, and
a field dependence nearly equal to CR in high magn
fields. However, in the Faraday geometry, coupling of F
light to the plasmon modes at finite wave vectork requires a
well-defined periodic lateral modulation, which does not e
ist in the present experiment. Sample inhomogeneity co
also contribute to the plasmon excitation,68 but it is unlikely
to result from, say, random impurity potentials. If inhom
geneity is responsible for the excitation, a well-defined pe
is impossible, unless the inhomogeneity happens to hav
well-defined periodicity, which seems to us to be patholo
cal.

Again, the strongest argument against this interpretatio
the fact that thee-X line does not appear inany of the
semiconducting samples, in particular in sample 3, which
the largest electron density~hence the largest plasmon fre
quency!, as well as the highest mobility. In addition, the fa
that thee-X line appears only after LED illumination~lower
electron density! for sample 5 also argues against the ma
netoplasmon interpretation. Data on semiconducting sam
with x51.0, 0.8, and 0.4~samples 1, 2, and 4!, which have
lower mobilities than samples 5 and 6 and conseque
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more possible inhomogeneity and scatterers, did not s
any sign of thee-X line.

Finally, if we assume that thee-X line is due to magne-
toplasmon excitation, its transition frequencyv5(v c

2

1v p
2)1/2, wherevc and vp are the cyclotron and plasm

frequencies, respectively. However, using the experiment
obtained values forv andvc at 7 T gives a zero-field tran
sition energyvp;100 cm21, whereas experimentally th
e-X-line transition energy approaches a very small interc
at zero field~less than 20 cm21!, qualitatively different be-
havior. Therefore, we can rule out this possibility.

Spin-resolved 2D CR, first reported for InAs/AlSb QW
structures,10,11 exhibits two~or more! peaks at certain fields
but the energy separation between the two lines should
much smaller than the CR-X separation~see also Fig. 3!. It is
possible that the conduction band splits into two branc
even at zero magnetic field, due to strong built-in elec
field in the growth direction, resulting from the asymmet
of the QW structure, combined with the strong spin-or
coupling.6 However, all the samples possess this possibi
equally—again, inconsistent with the appearance of theX
lines only in the semimetallic samples. Moreover, if sp
were really the cause of the two peaks, the separation
tween them should increase with field, especially at h
magnetic fields. Furthermore, in spin-resolved CR a lo
energy line should disappear and be replaced by a h
energy line at integer~even or odd! n’s, clearly different
from the behavior of thee-X line.

Warburtonet al.50 recently reported an observation of tw
electron CR lines inp1 asymmetric InAs/GaSb/AlSb single
quantum-well structures~doped in the AlSb!. These lines are
only observed in the presence of a large density of ho
~remote from the electrons in the InAs QW!; only a single
line is observed in a similar structure dopedn1 in the AlSb
near the InAs QW. The two lines bear some resemblanc
CR and thee-X line of the present work. In particular, the
exhibit oscillations in amplitude, linewidth, and mass withn;
the amplitudes of both lines are at a minimum, and the
ewidths are at a maximum near even-integern’s. These au-
thors argued that the two lines are associated w
nonparabolicity-induced splitting between CR transitio
originating from two different spin states of the same Land
level ~a Dg transition occurring at even-integern’s! or two
different Landau levels having the same spin~a Dm transi-
tion occurring at odd-integern’s! with the spin-splitting
greatly enhanced and field dependent through the spin-o
effect and the asymmetry of the structure.69 In this picture
the n-dependent oscillations are due to resolving theDm
transitions around odd-integern’s, while theDg transitions
around even-integern’s are not resolved due to hybridizatio
of the two transitions bye-e interactions between the tw
sets of electrons.70,71,10

In spite of some superficial similarities, there are seve
significant differences between these results and the pre
work. First, unlike the CR line of the present work, neither
the lines extrapolates to zero energy at zero magnetic fi
Second, the temperature dependence of the intensities is
different; both lines broaden and exhibit a reduction in am
plitude, but the integrated intensities are independent of t
perature~in the present work, the CR linenarrowsas tem-
perature is increased, and gains integrated intensity at
w
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expense of theX line!. Third, the density of holes is muc
greater than the density of electrons; the opposite is tru
the present work. Fourth, the masses vs filling factor exh
opposite behavior to that of the present work; between ev
integern’s the massesdecrease, and the masses jumpup at
integer n’s. We offer no alternative explanation for thes
results, but point out that even if the explanation of Warb
ton et al.50 were correct for their data, since the behavior
CR and theX line is significantly different in the importan
aspects listed above, such an interpretation is inappropr
In addition, it is difficult to reconcile this interpretation wit
the fact that semiconducting samples with identical struct
and with essentially the same electron density show no s
of theX line or the oscillations.

Interband transitions across the InAs-GaSb interfa
namely, transitions from the valence-band states in GaS
conduction-band states in InAs, have been reported pr
ously in Refs. 62, 72, and 73 for InAs/GaSb multiheter
structures. According to the ‘‘simple’’ picture~as depicted in
Fig. 1!, such transitions are impossible at zero magnetic fi
due to the fact that the valence-band states lie higher in
ergy than the conduction-band states; such transitions sh
appear only at finite magnetic fields, have a much lar
slope vs field than CR, and extrapolate to negative ener
at zero field because of the band overlap—qualitatively c
sistent with the results of Guldneret al.62 but completely
different from the behavior of theX lines. However, in order
to consider interband transitions more correctly, the pecu
hybridization of the bands at finiteki must be taken into
account explicitly, since the above simple picture totally n
glects the smallpositiveenergy gaps which already exist i
such ‘‘semimetallic’’ samples even at zero field. The tw
band model of Fig. 18 can be used to calculate transit
energies for interband magneto-optical transitions, i.e.,Dn
50. As can be easily seen from Fig. 18~a!, however, the
calculated transition energies vs field show an initial ra
decrease, followed by a rapidincreasewith a much larger
slope than CR; this is clearlynot the behavior of thee-X
line.

2. Intraexcitonic resonance and an excitonic ground state

As shown in Figs. 10 and 12~temperature dependence!, X
lines appear to be associated with a bound state, since
increase in intensity with decreasing temperature with c
comitant reduction of the CR intensity, which is proportion
to the density of free carriers. This bound state can exist o
when both electrons and holes, spatially separated,
present, and the strength of the transitions increases
increasing hole density~or decreasingEF!. These experi-
mental facts strongly suggest that electrons and holes
bound in the form of astableexcitonic state. Unlike typical
excitons, this state is a ground state rather than an exc
state of the system, so that it can exist without optical ex
tation. In fact, many of the experimental observations
qualitatively explainable through the assignment of thee-X
andh-X lines to excitonic resonance@1s→2p1 in the low-
field notation, and~00!→~11! in the high-field notation; the
latter is more appropriate in the present case# for electrons
and holes, respectively:~1! The excitonic interaction be
tween electrons and holes is strengthened by magnetic fi
applied perpendicularly to the plane; thus the intensity of
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e-X line rapidly increases with field~and CR decreases du
to removal of free carriers!; ~2! for semiconducting sample
~x50.4, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0! neither of theX lines is observed,
since there are no holes;~3! for sample 5 thee-X line is
observed only after LED illumination, which creates hol
~and lowers the Fermi energy into the region of pecu
band structure!; ~4! for sample 6, both thee-X andh-X lines
are stronger and can be observed, and they increase in i
sity after illumination, which increasese-h pair density.

The binding energy of the exciton can be estimated to
.4 meV from the CR-X separation in the hydrogenic mode
This value is reasonable since spatial separation does
reduce the binding energy significantly due to the long-ra
nature of the Coulomb interaction, and is consistent with
calculated binding energy for similar spatially-separatede-h
systems.29,33 The magnetic field should also increase t
binding energy substantially,29,34 and more detailed calcula
tions including these effects are needed to compare with
data. The slope of thee-X andh-X lines can be understoo
from simple considerations. For excitons the use of the
duced mass is correct in the low-field limit; however, in t
high-field limit appropriate to the present situatio
~g5\vc/2Ry*51 corresponds to 1.4 T, where Ry* is the
electron effective Rydberg!, it can be shown that the exc
tonic resonance near electron~hole! cyclotron resonance is
determined by the electron~in-plane hole! effective mass,
consistent with experimentally obtained energy vs field.

Based on all the above experimental facts and consi
ations, we conclude that, if their assignment is correct,
observation of theX lines provides the first spectroscop
evidence for the existence of a stable excitonic ground s
for a spatially separatede-h system. The existence of exce
electrons (ne.nh) may complicate the problem, but does n
alter the conclusion that theX lines originate from thee-h
Coulomb interaction. Simple considerations of screening
fects may lead to the idea that the excitonic binding ene
should be significantly reduced, or the Coulomb interact
should be totally ‘‘screened out’’ due to excess electro
However, it is important to note that the present situation
very different from, say, modulation-doped GaA
Al xGa12xAs heterostructures, in which there is a large de
sity of electrons, and excitons are usually absent in phot
minescence~PL! spectra. In those systems the density
photocreated holes~105–109 cm22, depending on excitation
intensity! is many orders of magnitude smaller than that
the electron gas, whereas in the present system the hole
sity is at least;0.1 of the electron density. In addition, in th
presence of high magnetic fields, which quantize the e
tronic states and thereby make screening ineffective, eve
the above-mentioned GaAs/AlxGa12xAs systems, excitons
appear in the PL. Furthermore, recent results on ‘‘scree
ing’’ of shallow impurities in QW’s~Refs. 65 and 74! show
that excess electrons can cause a ‘‘blue’’~rather than ‘‘red’’!
shift in the transition energy of theD2 singlet states, con
trary to the simple static screening ideas.

Finally, it should be also made clear that thee-X line is a
transition arising fromneutral excitons~X0! that are com-
posed of one electron and one hole, notnegativeexcitons
~X2!, in which two electrons are bound to one hole, a
hence the binding of the second electron is very weak c
pared to the first one. As we mentioned earlier~Sec. IV B 1!,
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the binding energy of a second electron in aD2 ion at the
center of the well~which has the largest possible bindin
energy! can be estimated to be at most 1.1 meV. The bind
energy of anX2 should be even smaller than this value sin
holes are mobile; if we assume that the electron mas
0.04m0 and the hole mass is 0.1m0, and that the holes are
located at the center of the same layer as the electrons
largest possible binding energy for anX2 is 1.1
meV30.1/~0.110.04!50.79 meV. This small value leads t
the conclusion that the binding of a second electron by a h
is extremely unlikely in the present experimental temperat
range 1.5–50 K.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out FIR Fourier transform and laser m
netospectroscopy in magnetic fields up to 15 T in the ene
range between 10 and 450 cm21 on a set of
InAs/AlxGa12xSb single QW samples in a wide range of A
compositionx, 0.1<x<1.0, covering both ‘‘semiconduct
ing’’ and ‘‘semimetallic’’ regimes. Samples withx.0.3 are
‘‘semiconducting,’’ containing only electrons in the InA
QW; samples withx,0.3 are ‘‘semimetallic:’’ electrons and
holes coexist with the holes in the AlxGa12xSb at the inter-
face. Distinctly different behavior has been observed in th
two regimes. The ‘‘semimetallic’’ case exhibited particular
interesting anomalous magnetooptical properties, indica
the participation of and the interaction between both types
carriers.

Semiconducting samples exhibited sharp CR with sp
tings due to large conduction-band nonparabolicity, con
tent with results of other groups.10,11 A negative persisten
photoeffect was observed in all samples, and was use
control the Fermi level of the samples over a small range
was found that the sample withx50.2 is still ‘‘semiconduct-
ing’’ before LED illumination but becomes ‘‘semimetallic’
after illumination due to the decrease of the Fermi level.

We observed very strong filling-factor-dependent oscil
tions in electron CR linewidth, amplitude, and mass in t
‘‘semimetallic’’ regime. The present results have made cl
the fact that the oscillations are correlated with the existe
of holes~or the overlap between the InAs conduction ba
and the AlxGa12xSb valence band!, not impurities. Thus the
frequently suggested mechanism, the filling-factor-depend
screening of ionized impurities by 2DEG’s, isnot the origin
of the oscillations. This finding resolves some of the discr
ancies reported on CR in InAs type-II QW’s. We believe th
the Coulomb interaction between spatially separated e
trons and holes, at least partly, plays a role in the origin
the oscillations.

We have shown that some of the anomalous phenom
observedonly in the ‘‘semimetal’’ situation arise from hy-
bridization of in-plane dispersion relations between InA
like conduction band and AlxGa12xSb-like valence band
Most dramatically, we have seen the appearance of li
whose transition energies extrapolate to zero at finite m
netic field but rapidly approach typical CR with an extreme
large slope vs field. We believe that the observation of t
behavior in CR is the first conclusive evidence of the re
nant coupling between conduction-band states in InAs
valence-band states in~Al !GaSb, in qualitative agreemen
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with the theories of Altarelli and co-workers.15–17 It should
be noted that this coupling always opens up an energy g
making intrinsic~or ideal! ‘‘semimetallic’’ systems semicon-
ducting.

New far-infrared absorption lines~the ‘‘X lines’’!, which
have been observedonly in the ‘‘semimetallic’’ situation at
low enough temperatures and at high enough magnetic fie
were ascribed to excitonic resonances@1s→2p1 in the low-
field notation, and~00!→~11! in the high-field notation; the
latter is more appropriate in the present case#. If this assign-
ment is correct, this work represents the first spectrosco
evidence of the existence of a stable excitonic ground st
in which excitons can exist with no optical pumping.

We anticipate that the experimental findings presented
this paper will stimulate interest in the problem of spatiall
separated 2D electron-hole systems in high magnetic fie
and more theoretical calculations, with many-body intera
tions, will be performed to obtain accurate transition energ
of both CR andX lines for this system to compare with ou
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data. Furthermore, this work should encourage theorists
have predicted various interesting states/phenomena fo
e-h systems in high magnetic fields.
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